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Abstract—With the growing popularity of the live streaming of video games, the risk of copyright tort implied by it also appears. Unlike games software, the live streaming of video games has its special features on the determination of copyright. It is a re-creation based on the games. The screen from live online games streaming can be qualified as deductive works, and it needs to comply with the requirements of works in the Copyright Law. Therefore, live streaming should have its separate copyright other than that from videogames. Apart from this, the act of live online games streaming can be categorized as "transformational use", and it should be included in the scope of "fair use system" to be protected by related legislation. Only in that way, we can better cope with the current phenomena of live streaming of video games.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of Internet and information technology, the live streaming of video games has gradually become a new type of cultural industry that enlivens in different internet platforms, introducing the rising threats regarding copyrights. In recent years, many copyright disputes concerning live online games have occurred, such as the NetEase and YY disputed the live copyright issue of "Fantasy Westward Journey" in 2017. The copyright infringement and unfair competition dispute appeal case between Shanghai Yao Yu Cultural Media Co. Ltd. v. Guangzhou Betta Network Technology Co. Ltd. have attracted much attention from the public. Also, due to the significant scale of their parent-companies Tencent and Watermelon video, the copyright ownership of online game live video is becoming a hot topic. In today's society where information technology is rapidly developing, the phenomena of live online games broadcast is becoming more and more common, it is even subverting the traditional and becoming a new profession. Thus, the copyright violation issue behind the online game live broadcast needs to be solved urgently.

II. THE DEFINITION OF THE NATURE OF ONLINE GAME LIVE BROADCAST

Nowadays, the universal categories of online games includes role playing games, educational and puzzle games, card and leisure games and battle games. Live streaming of video games is usually based on large role-playing games such as "Glory of The King", "Westward Journey" and "Jedi Survival". Live broadcast refers to the process in which the anchor broadcasts the game process, carrying out various tasks and activities, displaying game skills, and expressing their comments through the media in real-time. Users can watch, learn, or entertain or whatever they want. Live streaming of video games is a dynamic picture composed of a series of continuous online game pictures, live pictures and commentary sounds. To discuss the copyright issue of online game live broadcast, we first need to define the nature of the online game live screen.

A. The Nature of Online Game Live Screen

The game screen and the online game live screen are two entirely different concepts. The game screen refers to the dynamic picture that appears with the specific characters, scenes, actions, and music that appear after the online game is running. The online game live screen refers to the dynamic picture that the game anchor provides to the network user through the Internet, recording and explaining the operation of the game character to complete the task or display the operation technology to achieve a certain game purpose.

More specifically, the online game screen allows users to obtain fantastic game experience and an unspecified game result through their own control by presenting a fixed, identical scene and character state. It is expressed as a relatively more flexible game basic setting, and it is developed by online game companies to use game settings based on game screen to attract users to download and use. These are the core component of online games.

On the other hand, the live game screen of the online game is to display the operations and skills of the game characters to the user, and supplemented by the explanation or the real-time operation of the real person. The audience learns the operation skills to better control the game characters and achieve a relatively more specific game result based on a relatively fixed game setting. As a main component of live broadcasting, live game screen aims to provide its users a more vivid gaming experience, and meanwhile enlarging the popularity of the game.
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Therefore, there are huge differences regarding the form, usage and purpose of the online game screen and the online game live screen.

B. Legal Attribute of Online Game Live Broadcast

Whether the online game live broadcast belongs to the work, we need to start from the requirements of the work specified in the Copyright Law. To identify the online game live broadcast as "Work", we should take the following two elements into account: whether it is an expression of thought or feeling and whether it is original.

First of all, online game live broadcast is different from the game itself. Its purpose is not to create game characters, scenes and rules, making users download and use it. Instead, it demonstrates the uniqueness and superb operating methods of well-developed games by the game player to online users for learning, watching and entertainment purposes. Therefore, the online game live broadcast is composed of a series of dynamic pictures and is presented as an expression of thought.

Secondly, no matter which scenes and characters are displayed on the online game, and no matter from which angle, the live broadcast is only the result of running the preset game program. The originality is about the objective aspects, such as the scene, style of game, the appearance of characters and the game rules that do not have changeability. In comparison, the live content provided by the game streamer to internet users is not just a simple recording of the pictures, scenes and characters of the original game. Instead, the broadcast demonstrates the online streamer’s explanations of the rules, the display of operational skills and the unique strategies and methods that will be provided by the streamer but not the game itself. Therefore, the content of the online game live broadcast is completely different from the content of the original game screen.

Nowadays, most game live broadcasts on the internet are no longer simply the recording of game scenes and characters with commentary audio. More and more internet streamers will simultaneously display the images in the corner of themself playing the games. Some streamers can even interact with their audience in real-time through the feature of social viewing (this is also called the bullet comments in most Chinese life broadcast platform). Adding these elements has made the original game's picture "ingenuity", deriving from the original game setting to have the online streamers’ preference or features. Therefore, we are able to draw the conclusion that the online game live broadcast satisfies the two constituent elements of Work and therefore should belong to Work in copyright law.

In summary, the online game live broadcast meets the constituent elements of Work, and the nature of the Work is defined as deductive work.

III. EXCLUSION OF INFRINGEMENT ABOUT ONLINE GAME LIVE BROADCAST

As mentioned above, the online game live broadcast constitutes a work in the sense of copyright law. Then, without the permission of the game copyright owner, the game streamer broadcasts the dynamic process of playing the game directly to the users on the live broadcast platform. Does its behavior infringe the copyright of the game owner?

This article believes that the live broadcast behavior is in line with the fair use of provisions of the Copyright Law and should not be categorized as infringement of the original work.

According to China's "Copyright Law", appropriate citation from a published work of others is needed in one's work for the purposes of introduction to, or comment on, a work, or demonstration of a point. It also, includes appropriate citing of the published work of others provided through the information network.

Further analyzing the word "appropriate" in the appropriate reference, it should be elaborated as the combination of "appropriate length" and "appropriate purpose". Appropriate length, refers to a reasonable length of published work in a new work, rather than completely or mainly replacing the creation of another person's work. Appropriate purpose means that the purpose of citation of a published work in a new work should be limited to "introduction, commentary and explanation" the original work. The reference of the published work cannot lead to competition between the new work and the original work in the market 2. Academic community has not reached a consensus on how long should a reasonable length be for the online game live broadcast, but according to common sense analysis, online game live broadcasts are an independent piece from the original game. Although the length of time depends on the skill of the operator and is not controllable, the length of "a game" should be consistent with the "reasonable length" requirement.

Therefore, even if the online game live broadcast uses the original game screen, characters, and even themes, it should be excluded from the infringement because it meets the conditions of "fair use".

IV. TRANSFORMATIONAL USE IN AMERICA

We can link the issue of copyright infringement of live broadcast with the concept of Transformational Use, which is part of the law adopted by America. The concept of "transformational use" comes from the jurisprudence of the "Campbell case" in the United States. The court holds that if the second use behavior (that is, the live broadcast behavior) is based on or uses the original work but has added new expressions, new meanings or new features, it should be considered as a reasonable use of the purpose or method of conversion of the original work 3. Bases on this judgment, the U.S. Supreme Court adopted the new concept of transformational use for the first time, defining transformational use as "using works for different purposes or ways, and adding new expressions, new meanings or new
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functions to the original works". This judicial precedent cleared the obstacles of the identification and discrimination of the new works produced by the second use of the original works in the United States and made great progress for the system of copyright law.

We can divide the specific performance of transformational use is divided into two types: the using behavior of conversion content and conversion purpose. The using behavior of conversion content, is that, as long as the expression of the original work differently way in the new work, it can be considered as adding new expressions, new meanings or new functions, thereby complying with the requirements for the use of the conversion content. The meaning of the using behavior of conversion purposes and the judicial determination are controversial even in the United States. The mainstream view is that the using behavior of conversion purpose refers to only change the using purpose without changing the expression of the original work.

Because the live webcast works add the game streamers’ explanations and operational behaviors on the basis of original works, it is thus different from the original works content — the subjective will, thought, and expressions of the game streamer, constitute new originality. As discussed above, the purpose of online game live broadcast is obviously different from the original game, which does not have the purpose of guiding the user to download and use the original game, but to get a better game experience. Therefore, the online game live broadcast belongs to the category of using behavior for conversion content, and thus conforms to the constituent elements of the transformational use. Live broadcast belongs to the transformational use of the original work, and should not be defined as copyright infringement.

V. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRANSFORMATIONAL USE AND "APPROPRIATE CITATION" IN CHINESE LAW

In China, Transformational Use is only a theoretical principle. In the court case, the concept of "transformational use" cannot be directly quoted. However, according to the provision of Appropriate Citation of Work in China’s Copyright Law 22, paragraph 2, and combine it with the requirements and conditions for the transformational use, we can see the similarity between the using behavior of conversion content and the appropriate citation provisions in China’s Copyright Law.

First of all, both two are restrictions on copyright infringement of the original copyright owner. Secondly, the two hold the same attitude that the new work is derived from the original works. And both two believe that the new works containing the original works do not necessarily constitute infringement. Finally, according to either the "transformational use" of the United States or the "appropiate citation" of China, the published works cannot be the main part of the new work. The new work should be a re-creation and have its new originality after being modified, or add new ideas and the proportion of the original work in the new work must be far less than the unique new expression of the inductor's addition to commenting or explaining the original work. In general, both the legislative purpose of the "transformational use" of the United States and the "appropriate citation" standard of China are allow proper usage and creation of the original work, to prevent the copyright owner from being an absolute monopoly on the work, reduce the infringement risk of creators, and to encourage creation from the society. Thus, although China does not formally introduce the concept of "transformational use", the two are consistent with each other in terms of legislative purpose.

Therefore, for the ultimate legislative goal of the Copyright Law, when determining the live broadcast behavior of online games, the concept of "transformational use" should be included in the "appropriate citation" stipulated in Article 22, paragraph 2 of the Copyright Law in China. In that way, we can exclude the online game live broadcast from the infringement due to the evaluation of reasonable usage of original work, and thus promote the prosperity and development of the literary and artistic undertakings.

VI. CONCLUSION

The online game live broadcast belongs to the adapted works in the deductive works, which conforms to the constituent elements of "work" and should be protected by the Copyright Law. Although China does not stipulate the case of "transformational use", online game live work meets the "transformational use" standard, which is to s protect the interest of the public, and it should not be directly identified as copyright infringement of the original game. Otherwise, it will lead to the rigidity of the literary market and the enthusiasm of social public creation. In view of the provisions of "appropriate citation" in Article 22, paragraph 2 of the Copyright Law of China, the online game live broadcast can be included in this type for consideration, so as to fully protect the performers’ copyright of the deductible works, preventing the original copyright owner from monopolizing his works, as well as meet the legislative purpose. All in all, it is conducive to creating a good creative atmosphere for the society.
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